A CURATED COLLECTION OF UNIQUE EXPERIENCES
by The Bürgenstock Collection

Experience

RACLETTE WITH A DIFFERENCE
Bürgenstock Hotels & Resort | Lake
Lucerne
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COLLECTION
What if... you could fulfill your dream
activities, all in one journey through
Switzerland? Opt for a new way to travel,
collecting extraordinary experiences,
rather than ticking off destinations.
Be prepared to exhilarate your senses
and to fully immerse yourself in
an unparalleled luxury vacation to
remember.

WHEN TIME STANDS STILL
Hotel Schweizerhof Bern & Spa | Berne
Delve into the universe of Swiss watchmaking on a private tour of the Omega
Museum in Biel, the world’s watchmaking capital. You will get an exclusive
glimpse in the James Bond themed
collection and other marvels. Your
private transfer from Bern to Biel will be
as seamless as a Swiss watch. Back in the
hotel, round off your day with a tasting of
007 themed cocktails.

LAVAUX WINE BREAK
Royal Savoy Hotel & Spa | Lausanne

PRICE
We’re happy to prepare a personalised offer
for you. Please contact us at:
happenings@buergenstock-collection.ch
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ADD-ONS
Arrive in style with either a luxury car
rental, a private car transfer, or a private air
transfer with a helicopter.
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INCLUSIONS
• 2 night stay in a standard room at the
Bürgenstock Hotel Lake Lucerne, Hotel
Schweizerhof Bern & Spa and the Royal
Savoy Hotel & Spa in Lausanne
• 3 selected experiences offered by the
hotels
• Exclusive welcome amenities
• Complimentary room upgrade upon
availability
• Early check-in and late check-out upon
availability

We will whisk you away by helicopter on
a breath-taking flight over the Alps. After
landing at an exclusive location, your
personal chef will prepare and serve
authentic Swiss raclette accompanied
by gourmet charcuterie and selected
Champagne.

Located in the west of Switzerland,
Lausanne has fully adopted the French
“savoir-vivre”. A private chauffeur will
bring you to the picturesque UNESCO
World Heritage Site of Lavaux, where
terraced vineyards offer heavenly views
of Lake Geneva and alpine peaks. Spend
an unforgettable day visiting a winery,
tasting the bottled gems and enjoying a
picnic with local specialties.

